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Hawks officially sign forward/center Antic

Jamie McDonald / Getty Images

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks announced the signing of forward/center Pero Antic Thursday.

The 6-foot-11 Antic played for Olympiacos in the Greek Basketball League and the Euroleague the past two seasons. He
helped the team to back-to-back Euroleague titles.

“After the two Euroleague championships, I needed a new challenge,” Antic told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution Thursday.
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“When Coach Mike (Budenholzer) called I didn’t even think about the bigger opportunities I had in Europe. I just immediately

told him it would be an honor to be here and I will do my best.

“I’m not saying that I will come and we’ll win a championship but I’m going to do my best that I can - score, rebound, play
defense, whatever, just to be a part of the team and help the team win so everybody will be happy.”

Antic (pronounced An Titch) said he had an opportunity to sign with the Magic in 2008 but couldn’t pass up the financial offer
of a team from Russia. Now, he wants a chance to prove himself against the best.

“This time, for myself, I don’t want to say that I had a chance but didn’t go (to the NBA),” Antic said. “This is for myself, for a
bigger challenge, and this is the biggest challenge you can get.”

Antic said he sees himself as a power forward who can spread the floor with his ability to shoot and who will get rebounds.
He added that he will play center if that is what the Hawks need him to do.

“Pero is a skilled and versatile big man who will add depth to our frontcourt,” general manager Danny Ferry said in a
statement. “He will fit in well with what we’re building and we’re excited to add him to the team.”

Last year, Antic averaged 6.2 points and 3.3 rebounds in 15.2 minutes.

Antic’s agent announced Wednesday that the player had reached a two-year agreement with the Hawks. Antic needed to
pass a physical and work out final details before making the signing official.

Antic, a native of present-day Macedonia, has played professionally since 1999 in his home country, Greece, Serbia,
Bulgaria and Russia. The captain of the Macedonia National team will return overseas for the European Championships. He
intends to return to Atlanta immediately following the tournament.

“The more time I have with the (Hawks) the better the adjustment,” Antic said.
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Posted by -sting- at 3:41 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

whew what a relief.

Posted by DS5 at 3:44 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

C-Viv any news on the Oden workout? Does this signing affect our interest in Oden at all?

Posted by hfc95 at 3:52 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

just got a new computer and glad to be back

Antic is a good sign for the hawks. he will be able to do a fair amount of what zaza did off the bench.

a few thoughts about the hawks since my prolonged unnoticed absence

1-no longer a die hard fan, i think danny ferry was great to rid joe and marvin, but i think this summer was a big
disappointment
, 2-no superstar came and josh left for 13.5 M/yr to DETROIT! which should have easily been matched or uped by GM DF due
to josh being an iron man and still getting better now you have millsap for 10M?, 3my next big issue was the teague drama,
let jeff go to MIL for 8M and by keeping jeff they stay a .500 team and will draft like 15 next year instead of lottery mediocrity
stays the course

Posted by Jerry916 at 4:06 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

How old is Antic? 

That would be a helpful piece of information.

Posted by MattP at 4:24 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse
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hfc95,

Matched? Josh was not a restricted FA. Josh is not worth more than the contract he got. If you did not notice Josh was play
all season long like he wanted out of Atlanta, so even if they offered the same amount I am sure Josh Still would have left.
Milsap is getting 9.5m for ONLY 2 years, he is not a headache like Smith is offensively.

Summer was a disappointment not because of Ferry but because of this franchise, which is what he is trying to fix but it will
not happen overnight. It was reported Ferry did try to get some of the top FA but no one wanted to come to the Hawks.

As for the Jeff situation, you would not be pissed if they let both Teague and Smith walk? Some people are not a fan of
tanking.

Posted by Steve-W at 4:25 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd do a Cunningham/Scott trade for Trevor ariza

We'd have to dump Stevenson to absorb the salary, but hey, I'd do it

Ariza has an expiring I think. If not, I'd give pause

Posted by Jerry916 at 4:29 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

hfc95, 

Instead of the Hawks signing a Superstar Free Agent, they will have to develop one. Picking 15 - 18, it is possible to get a guy
that can become a superstar. 

Look @ Rhondo, Parker, et al. 

Very few players come into the league and are dominate in years 1 or 2, regardless of how much they are touted before
hand. 
The teams that are drafting that high are usually very bad, so it allows the player a couple of years to develop/adjust, and to
have the team acquire talent around him. 

Looking back at the Hawks/Nets trade for JJ, the Hawks received nothing in return! What player did they get from the Nets
that is still on the roster? 

And what did they do with the 1st round pick they got from the Nets via Houston? 

Posted by AstroJoe at 4:54 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB, Ramon, are your sure that Pietrus didn't miss the entire season while on Toronto's bench last season?

I'd rather have Maggette on a one year deal. Neither guy is going to play 82 games... but Maggette will bring a scoring
mentality that the team needs (not to mention his ability to create FTAs).
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Posted by hmmmmmm at 4:57 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Besides the draft, resigning Teague, and bringing in Millsap the Hawks have puzzled me. I understand playing Al at center
vs. smaller lineups but I thought they would have signed a true center. Also who's the starting SG, Lou is good off the bench
but I don't think Jenkins is it. And is Korver gonna be the starting SF?

Posted by joslyncruz6 at 5:01 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

just as Douglas explained I can't believe that a student able to earn $4427 in 1 month on the internet. have you read this site
link Go to site and open Home for details
>>>>>> WWW.JOBS31.COM

Posted by Just-Joe at 5:01 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

From the JJ trade:

Trade exception became Kyle Korver who re-signed this summer.

Depending on how you look at it, either Nogueira or Schroder also came from the trade. 

Future trade considerations are still pending.

Posted by AstroJoe at 5:04 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Maybe the speculation that this guy is a choir boy is inaccurate.

http://www.businessinsider.com/pero-antic-nba-cult-hero-hawks-2013-7

Posted by WaltBBall at 5:15 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

DF did offer Josh 15 mil before the trade deadline last season which upset me and I was glad he declined, so the "Smoove"
leaving for less is a blessing. To judge the HAWKS before one game is played is a lil absurd, none of us know the offensive
and defensive schemes that Budenholzer will implement and as far as signing a Superstar as in D. Howard and C. Paul
there was not going to be a championship this year and probably an early exit if those signings did actually happen.
Being bogged down with bad contracts has kept the HAWKS suffocating in mediocrity and now they can breathe and all the
talk of needing a superstar to win although plausible one has to take a look at all the teams with SUPERSTARS that lost.
I'm going to enjoy HAWK ball this season primarily because of the fresh air, going to games will be fun and exciting again,
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win or lose, there's a different mindset and although the highlight reels may not be as spectacular watching players leave it
on the floor game in and game out will be good to see.

Posted by MattP at 5:16 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

hmmmmmm, 

Ferry said in Summer League he looks at Horford as a PF but he will play Center for now. Thaat explains why Milsap is only
on a 2 year deal. I am guessing there is not an available center Ferry is interested in this off season. He might also be
planning on Nogueira taking starting center in a few years. Starting SG is still a big question, I think Korver will be start SF.

Posted by WaltBBall at 5:19 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Like I have said so many times, it is good that NONE of us have any part of making decisions for the HAWKS, they are far
better off and PTL for the BLOG, it keeps all the great minds here.

Posted by DjYogi at 5:23 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

What's up with Ivan? Are the Hawks gonna get some guards and small forwards anytime soon. The backcourt seems kind
of small

Posted by km42 at 5:43 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Jerry...
"How old is Antic? " He's 31 and coming here after a 14 year Euro career.

Did we pay him the vet min? I think DF went over that number.

Not sure what DF sees that isn't already in the league other than trying to prove he knows more? 

Unlike the Nets, with all the scraps we have gathered (Scott/Stevenson/Brand), I don't see us acquiring someone else's top
player/lead scorer. Even the Lakers would get more for Gasol than we got for Joe.

I think we're heading towards a non-playoff roster, especially if we are going to try and get DS and Bebe some minutes.

Posted by Slimjr at 5:45 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

"5 years $104 mil for Ryan. $59 mil guaranteed."
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Wow!

SuperBowl or bust!

Steven Jackson will be huge! May put them in the SB this year? Hmmmmmm

Been a minute doc? Hahahaa

Posted by Slimjr at 5:46 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

Help defense?

Oh the Humanity!

Posted by Slimjr at 5:54 p.m. Jul. 25, 2013
Report Abuse

"Like I have said so many times, it is good that NONE of us have any part of making decisions for the HAWKS"

The Hawks having never partaken in a ECF for [46] straight years, [48] counting ahead, this blog could could do a better job
with one hand tied behind their backs! lol!
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